For classical discrete systems under constant composition, a set of microscopic state dominantly contributing to thermodynamically equilibrium structure should depend on temperature and energy through Boltzmann factor, exp (−β E). Despite this fact, our recent study find a set of special microscopic state that can characterize equilibrium properties, where these structures can be know a priori without any thermodynamic information. Here, for binary system, we extend the theoretical approach to develop a new formulation, where the special microscopic states at a given, single composition can characterize equilibrium structure over whole composition. We demonstrate the validity of the proposed formulation by comparing with results by conventional thermodynamic simulaton. The results strongly indicate that most information about composition-and temperaturedependence of thermodynamically equilibrium structure for disordered state on multiple compositions can be concentrated to a set of special microscopic state on any single composition.
I. INTRODUCTION
For classical discrete systems typically refered to substitutional crystalline solids under constant composition, r-th component of structure under coordination of Q 1 , · · · , Q f for thermodynamically equilibrium state can be given by the following canonical average:
where Z denotes partition function, β inverse temperature, and summation is taken over all possible microscopic states on configuration space. From Eq. (1), we can clearly see that a set of microscopic state dominantly contributing to the l.h.s. of Q r Z should depend on temperature as wll as on energy (i.e., many-body interaction). Since a number of possible microscopic states astronomically increase with increase of system size, a variety of theoretical approaches has been amply developed to efficiently sample important states including Metropolis algorism, entropic sampling and Wang-Landau method. [1] [2] [3] [4] Despite these facts, we recently derive that Eq. (1) can be significantly simplified to the sum of a set of special microscopic states: 5-7
where denotes taking arithmetic average for configurational density of states (CDOS) before applying many-body interaction to the system, C r represents constant depending only CDOS geometry, and E r and E r i s are energy for the special microscopic states, whose structures can be known a priori without any thermodynamic information, depending only configurational geometry (i.e., information about the CDOS). We call these special microscopic states as PS (projection state) and PS2s, respectively. Although Eq. (2) can hold for systems on any lattice and on number of components, its application is restricted to a given single composition, i.e., information about energy for PS and PS2 cannot be used for predicting Q r Z for other compositions. We here extend our theoretical approach, where information about PS energies on a single composition can predict canonical average of structure for any given compositions. The details and derived modified formulations are shown below.
II. DERIVATION AND DISCUSSIONS
Before derivating modified formulation of Eq. (2) for whole composition, we first briefly see the characteristic structure for PS and PS2. For simplicity, hereinafter we describe structure measured from 1-order moments, Q r s. In the present study, as we see later, we confine ourselves to systems under pair correlations: Then, m-th coordination corresponds to m-th nearest-neighbor (m-NN) pair correlation. Intuitively, structure of PS along r-th coordination is constructed from information about multivariate 2-order moments µ 2 on a given composition. Its j-th component is given by
where 2 denotes taking standard deviation for CDOS, and µ (r, j) 2 represents 2-order moment for CDOS projected onto (Q r , Q j ) space. In this case, energy for PS can be expressed as
where a | b denotes inner product, i.e., trace over configuration space. Meanwhile, j-th component of i-th structure of PS2 along r-th coordination is given by
where λ i and U i j are i-th singular value and (i, j) component of left singular vector for real symmetric f × f 3-order moment matrix A defined as
The important points in Eqs. (3) and (5) are that individual moments should be taken for CDOS under a given single composition, which cannot be straightforwardly applied for predicting canonical average for other compositions. In order to extend such applicable limitation, we start from exact formulation for multivariate lower order moments for binary system under constant composition derived by our recent study. From the study, 2-order moment between r-and j-th pair coordination is given by
and 3-order moment for r-, j-and k-th pair coordination is given by
Here, N denotes number of lattice points in the system, 
Then, our strategy is to see the moments at thermodynamic limit of N → ∞:
From above discussions and equations, we can rewrite canonical average of Eq. (2) as
where γ i denotes i-th singular value, ω i takes +1 (-1) when corresponding eigenvalue takes positive (negative) sign, and V im denotes (i, m) component of l.h.s singular matrix for real symmeric matrix B with rank B = h:
From Eq. (12), if the 0-th microscopic state has structure of
and i-th
under any given single composition. The important point here is that structure of these (h + 1) state can be known a priori without any information about energy or temperature, i.e., depending only on configurational geometry. Eq. (12) can be rewritten by a set of energy for such special microscopic state under constant composition:
From Eq. (16), it is now clear that we can predict compositionand temperature-dependence of canonical average from special microscopic states energy at a single composition. We finally note that this profound relationship does not generally holds for systems with higher-order correlation (e.g., triplet or quadraplet), since 2-order moment matrix in Eq. (11) is not diagonal at thermodynamic limit. In our future work, we should confirm whether or not Eq. (16) can be extended to multicomponent systems, highly desired especially for e.g., high-entropy alloys.
III. CONCLUSIONS
By extending our previous approach, we derive a formulation where canonical average for structure at whole compositions in binary systems can be characterized by a set of special microscopic state at a single composition. The results strongly indicate that most information about compositionand temperature-dependence of thermodynamically equilibrium structure for disordered state on multiple compositions can be concentrated to a set of special microscopic state on any single composition derived only from configurational geometry in non-interacting system. 
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